REPLACE A HELMET

Replace your helmet if it’s been in a crash or when it doesn’t properly fit after following all
the steps. Even though a helmet may appear intact after a crash, it’s important to replace it
immediately to avoid risk from a structurally damaged helmet.

BUY/FIT THE HELMET FOR NOW
Buy the helmet that fits you today, not one that you expect to “grow into.”

ENSURE HELMET COMFORT
You’ll be wearing your helmet quite a bit, so make sure it’s comfortable.

BE A ROLE MODEL FOR SAFE
BICYCLE PRACTICES

Everyone, from adults to children, should strap on their helmet before a ride. Good bike
habits can encourage the same safe behavior in others.

HELMET CERTIFICATION

In the U.S., all bicycle helmets sold MUST meet safety standards set in place by the U.S.
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). You can find your helmet’s certification
label inside the helmet.

Buy It, Fit It,
Wear It...

http://www.corsonjohnsonlaw.com/

*Content courtesy National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

EVERY RIDE!

DON’T GET A PAIN IN THE BRAIN!

According to the Bicycle Helmet Safety Institute, a large percentage of bicycle related ER
visits involved some type of head injury, with many of those riders choosing not to wear
a helmet. The statistics are shocking, but they prove a point. Bike helmets go a long way
in protecting your head during a crash. It seems like a no-brainer, but it’s gotten so bad
that many states are implementing child safety helmet laws to cut down on the number of
head injuries.
Bicycle accidents can happen in a moment, and they can happen to children as well as
the most experienced adult riders. Helmets are the single most important piece of safety
equipment you can own, which is why we support the Brain Bucket Brigade.
The Brain Bucket Brigade allows local school-aged children to receive a brand-new bike
helmet as well as a proper fitting by a professional. Our goal is to ensure every child has a
properly fitted helmet so they can have the safest, most fun experience on their bikes.”

THE PROPER HELMET FIT

Helmets come in many different shapes to comfortably and safely match the head size of
the rider. Buying a helmet isn’t a quick task, and requires expertise and patience to find the
right style and fit to suit your needs. When the time comes to purchase your helmet, you
can follow these easy steps to ensure you’ve got the best protection from head injuries
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Measure your head to set a baseline, and then try several on in your size until
you get a snug fit. You can adjust the sizing pads or fit ring until it’s right.

POSITION
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FINAL FITTING

Your helmet should sit level on your head and low on your forehead. Use the
“two-finger rule” and secure the helmet between one and two finger lengths
above your eyebrow.

Adjust the slider on both straps to form a “V” shape under, and slightly
in front of, the ears. Lock the slider if possible. The side straps will help
position the chin buckle in the right spot.

BUCKLE

Now that the buckles are aligned and the right length, you can buckle the chin
strap. Tighten it until you can’t fit more than one or two fingers under it.

You’re almost on your way to bicycle bliss, but before you take a spin make sure
that all components of your helmet are snug, secure and comfortable. Refer to
these steps for a final fitting:

• Open your mouth wide like you’re yawning. The helmet should pull down on
your head. If not, check your chin strap and adjust as needed.

BUCKLES

Center the left buckle under the chin. On most helmets, the straps can be
pulled from the back of the helmet to lengthen or shorten the chin straps.
It’s easier if you remove the helmet before making adjustments.

•

Does your helmet rock back more than two fingers above the eyebrows? If
so, unbuckle and shorten the front strap by moving the slider forward. Buckle
and tighten the chin strap, and test again.

• If your helmet rocks forward into your eyes, tighten the back strap by moving
the slider closer to the ear.

• Roll the rubber band down to the buckle. All four straps must go through the
rubber band and be close to the buckle to prevent any slipping.

